
FIXING INSTRUCTIONS  
1) Prior to commencing any fixings it is recommended to layout the rails 
and work out the positions at which the lights can be used to their 
maximum potential, remembering that the mobile rails can travel laterally 
as well as forward and back: Decreasing the space between the fixed rails 
will increase the lateral travel, but will also increase the load on the fixed 
rails when the heads are at the ends of the mobile rails.  

. 2)  Fix plates to ceiling as below: Initially leave plenty of thread on the 
screws available so that plates are firmly fixed, but still loose so that 
rails can be inserted easily and repositioned prior to final tightening. 
 NB If rails to be fixed to ceiling have only one hole at each end, 
ensure the hole is on the BOTTOM of the rail  Screw  Rail   

. 3)  Slide double swivels onto Fixed rails, and ensure end stops are in 
place on lower section of fixed rails (End stops not required on top 
section of fixed rails BUT are required on lower half).   

. 4)   Slide Mobile rails onto the double swivels and ensure the top end 
stops are in place. Gently test the fixing of the rails before 
attempting to add pantographs and flash heads. If in any doubt, re-
fix the fixed rails.   

. 5)  Slide the pantographs onto the bottom of the mobile rails and ensure 
end stops are in place.  Check movement of the system does not 
cause any collision with anything: Adjust position of end stops to 
restrict travel if necessary.   

. 6)  Fit Flash head to bottom of pantograph. Use safety cable between 
head and pantograph.  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